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Abstract
I investigate the hypothesis that the young and smooth surface of the Martian north-
ern hemisphere is due to volcanic resurfacing driven by degree-one convection. I
implement a batch melting process in a finite element convection model and run nu-
merical experiments to quantify the melt fraction, timing of melting, and timing of
the onset of degree-one convection. All models include a stratified viscosity to induce
degree-one flow. To assure that the model's result is robust I vary the model's ini-
tial conditions, core-mantle boundary temperature and radius, and the thickness of
the lithospheric lid. Long-wavelength convection is a consistent result of the viscosity
stratification, and degree-one occurs in one third of the numerical experiments. I com-
pare the melt fraction and onset of degree-one convection to the geological evidence
from Martian orbiters, rovers, and meteorites. Good agreement is found between
the numerical models and geological evidence, so this model suggests that volcanism
driven by degree-one convection may play a significant role in the young age of the
northern hemisphere of Mars.
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Chapter 1
The Mars dichotomy: Differences
between hemispheres
The earliest spacecraft to explore Mars imaged only the Southern Hemisphere and
returned images reminiscent of the lunar highlands: an ancient, heavily cratered sur-
face disturbed mainly by impacts since crustal formation. The Mariner 9 mission,
the first to pass over Mars' Northern Hemisphere, forced a reevaluation of Mars' geo-
logical history. Its images showed a smooth surface with very few craters, interpreted
as a much younger surface, in the Northern Hemisphere (Hartmann, 1973). Since
this asymmetry is of planetary scale, it likely provides clues to the thermal evolution
of Mars, and has been the topic of much work and speculation. Theories proposed
to explain the differences between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere of Mars
include: a massive impact in the Northern Hemisphere ( Wilhelms and Squyres, 1984),
an early episode of plate tectonics (Sleep, 1994), and a magma ocean that overturned
due to an unstable density structure (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2003). None of these hy-
potheses are completely consistent with the observations, so the dichotomy between
the North and South on Mars remains an interesting phenomenon to study.
1.1 Dichotomy: Measures and models
1.1.1 Dichotomy measurements
The differences between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres on Mars are com-
monly referred to as the hemispheric dichotomy, crustal dichotomy, or with similar
terms. However, several physical properties exhibit a dichotomy between North and
South; the origin of the differences may be distinct for each physical property. Per-
haps most fundamental and of the earliest origin are the differences in topography
and crustal thickness. The Northern Hemisphere is about 6 km lower than the South-
ern Hemisphere (Smith et al., 1999), and the crust is about 25 km thicker in the
South (an average 35 km thick in the North versus an average 60 km thick in the
South) (Neumann et al., 2004; Esposito et al., 1992; Solomon et al., 2005). The tim-
ing and mechanism of the origin of these differences have been investigated, though
few constraints exist. Phillips et al. (2001) show that the dichotomy in topography
must have existed early in Mars history, since Noachian-age (-4.5-3.8 Ga) channels
go downhill from the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere, suggesting
that a topographic gradient already existed. Furthermore, Frey et al. (2002) suggest
that a Noachian surface underlies the current Hesperian-age (-3.8-3.1 Ga) North-
ern Hemisphere surface. No plausible mechanism could reduce the crustal thickness
without disturbing this older surface or destroying the Noachian-aged channels.
The initial observations of Mars' surface consisted of images, so the first differences
observed between North and South were smoothness (Hartmann, 1973; Kreslavsky
and Head., 2000) and age (Hartmann, 1973; Frey et al., 2002). The smooth Northern
Hemisphere has often been explained by the presence of an early Martian ocean
(Parker et al., 1989; Head et al., 1999), although the evidence for this is controversial
and complicated by the presence of multiple possible shorelines (Head et al., 1999;
Carr and Head, 2003). Alternatively, Tanaka et al. (2003) suggest that deposition
of sediment by outflow channels followed by permafrost processes could smooth the
Northern Hemisphere. Counting of observable craters using assumptions of impactor
flux has established the Northern Hemisphere age as Early Hesperian to Hesperian;
in contrast, the Southern Hemisphere has a surface of Noachian age. As noted above,
recent work has shown that the topography differences existed early (Phillips et al.,
2001) and that underlying the Early Hesperian surface is crust of Noachian age (Frey
et al., 2002). As a result, models consistent with the data must preferentially resurface
a low, old, thin-crusted Northern Hemisphere in the Early Hesperian .
In addition to the physiographic differences, measurements suggest that a petro-
logical difference also exists between the surfaces of the Northern and Southern Hemi-
spheres of Mars. Analysis of data from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES)
(Bandfield et al., 2000) groups the non-dust spectral data into two types, one found
preferentially in the Southern Hemisphere, the other in the Northern Hemisphere.
Bandfield et al. (2000) claim that the Type I spectral signal in the Southern Hemi-
sphere corresponds to a basaltic composition, mostly clinopyroxene and plagioclase,
while the Type II Northern Hemisphere signal matches spectra of plagioclase and vol-
canic glass-rich andesite. The source of the Type II spectra has been the topic of much
debate, however; Wyatt and McSween (2002) suggest that spectra for a weathered
basalt fit the data in the Northern Hemisphere equally well. Recent measurements
from the visible-infrared spectrometer OMEGA aboard Mars Express (Bibring et al.,
2005; Mustard et al., 2005) show that the Type I regions are rich in high-calcium
pyroxenes, and that low-calcium pyroxenes are common in Noachian terrains. The
Northern Hemisphere plains do not exhibit visible-infrared spectra typical of largely
crystalline igneous minerals, which might suggest that weathering broke down such
products; however, they do not show significant amounts of hydrated phases, so it
seems unlikely they were created via weathering by water. The presence of olivine in
craters in the Northern Hemisphere further argues against significant aqueous alter-
ation. These compositional differences suggest that either the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere surfaces have distinct petrogenetic origins, or the Northern Hemisphere
surface was altered after emplacement.
Finally, there is an asymmetry in the crustal remnant magnetic field, with much
stronger magnetic sources in the South. Connerney et al. (1999) suggest that this
asymmetry is due to a plate tectonics mode with oceanic crust getting "trapped"
in the Southern Hemisphere. The Northern Hemisphere might not show magnetic
striping similar to that in Earth's oceans due to the insulation of magnetic sources
with non-magnetic cover, hydrothermal alteration of magnetic minerals, or impact
demagnetization (Connerney et al., 2005).
1.1.2 Dichotomy models
Many models have been used to replicate the significant differences between the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres on Mars. Sleep (1994) suggests that a plate
tectonics process with mid-ocean ridge-like spreading in the Northern Hemisphere
provides an explanation for the crustal thickness, age, and topography asymmetries
that is consistent with the large-scale heat-loss process on Earth. However, the gravity
field and geologic structures of Mars do not show the subduction zone features or age
progression indicative of plate tectonics. In addition, the presence of a Noachian crust
beneath the current Early Hesperian surface means that any plate tectonics episode
must have been short-lived. Wilhelms and Squyres (1984) claim that the difference
in crustal thickness and topography could be caused by an extremely large impact
in the Northern Hemisphere, based on the presence of low topography and sugges-
tive images from the Viking missions. Gravity data from the MGS mission does not
show the signature expected from such an impact (Zuber et al., 2000), nor is this hy-
pothesis consistent with evidence of a Noachian crust (Frey et al., 2002); in addition,
the Northern Plains are not roughly circular, as would be expected from an impact.
Other researchers (e.g., Hartmann (1973)) have proposed that many large impacts
in the Northern Hemisphere could create the dichotomy in topography, but it is un-
likely such an asymmetry between the number of impactors in the two hemispheres
would have occurred; also, the topography and gravity data do not show signs of such
impacts except for the Utopia basin (Zuber et al., 2000). Zhong and Zuber (2001) pro-
pose that degree-one convective flow (convection with a single large upwelling and an
antipodal downwelling, a velocity distribution that has most of its power in spherical
harmonic degree one) provides an endogenous explanation of the topography, crustal
thickness, and age differences. They use analytical and numerical models to show
that a variation in viscosity with depth, specifically a low-viscosity upper mantle,
leads to degree-one flow. They suggest that such a viscosity structure is likely given
our knowledge of the viscosity structure of the Earth (Hager and Richards, 1989) and
the temperature- and pressure-dependence of rock rheology. In their work, however,
a degree-one convection cell requires hundreds of millions of years to form, inconsis-
tent with the current knowledge of an early low surface on Mars (Phillips et al., 2001;
Frey et al., 2002). Based on the model of Zhong and Zuber (2001), degree-one convec-
tion cannot form the hemispheric dichotomy in topography or crustal thickness, but
this does not rule out degree-one flow and associated volcanism as the source of age
and composition differences between the hemispheres. Recent work by Roberts and
Zhong (2006) shows that three-dimensional models with temperature- and pressure-
dependent viscosity allow for the rapid onset of a degree-one convective planform,
and work on this hypothesis is ongoing. Alternatively, Elkins-Tanton et al. (2003)
raise the idea that Mars had a magma ocean that led to global mantle overturn after
an unstable density structure formed by crystallization of the magma ocean from the
bottom. This process could create the dichotomy in topography and crustal thickness
very early in Martian history, consistent with current knowledge, but does not address
the young age of the Northern Hemisphere surface. The smoothness and young age
of the Northern Hemisphere could be modifications by later processes.
1.2 Resurfacing of Northern Hemisphere
Data from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) (Smith et al., 1999), and par-
ticularly work by Frey et al. (2002), shows that the Early Hesperian Northern Hemi-
sphere surface overlies a Noachian surface. This stratigraphic relationship suggests
that filling material from some process must have covered the Noachian Northern
Hemisphere without significantly disrupting the earlier surface. The two obvious can-
didates for such a process are volcanism and sedimentation. I estimate the total
thickness of fill in the Northern Hemisphere by calculating the total volume of the
Noachian craters in the Northern Hemisphere with diameters from 50 km to 500 km,
as shown in Frey et al. (2002). This calculation shows that filling these craters re-
quires 3 * 105 km3 of material, corresponding to a 300 m average fill thickness over
the Northern Hemisphere. Head et al. (2002) use MOLA topography of regions in
Noachis Terra and Terra Tyrrhena (Early to Middle Noachian units near the topog-
raphy dichotomy boundary) to examine the morphology that would exist if they were
filled with volcanic deposits to an equipotential surface (a first-order estimate of the
distribution due to very low-viscosity and diffuse-sourced volcanism). They suggest
that 900 m of average fill thickness results in a morphology that resembles North-
ern Hemisphere units where Noachian material seems to peek out beneath the Early
Hesperian surface.
Both volcanic and sedimentary resurfacing of the Northern Hemisphere have been
studied. Hynek and Phillips (2001) map the eroded surfaces of Arabia Terra and
Margaritifer Sinus, and estimate that the volume of material eroded would provide
only 120 m, of fill thickness throughout the Northern Hemisphere. Although the
remaining fill could come from erosion on other parts of Mars, the work of Hynek and
Phillips (2001) examines the most clearly eroded areas on Mars. As noted in section
1.1.1, previous work suggests that much of the Northern Hemisphere is covered by
volcanic flows of Hesperian age (Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987;
Tanaka and Scott, 1987; Tanaka et al., 1992). More recently, Head et al. (2002)
propose that deformation of Hesperian volcanic flows by the stress of the Tharsis
load best explains a series of wrinkle-ridges circumferential to Tharsis which are not
visible in images but which are revealed by mid-range filtering of MOLA topography.
Based on this previous work, I believe it is unlikely that sediments provide all
of the fill material in the Northern Hemisphere, and suggest that volcanic resurfac-
ing accounts for a significant portion of the Northern plains. There are two possible
mechanisms for localizing such a large volume of volcanic outflow in a single hemi-
sphere. This single-hemisphere volcanism could correspond to planet-wide upwelling
moderated by the dichotomy in crustal thickness; future work should examine this
possibility. Here I investigate the second possibility, that degree-one convection leads
to decompression melting in the upwelling hemisphere, resulting in volcanism in a
single hemisphere.
1.3 The degree-one convection hypothesis
Degree-one convection has been invoked to explain both the Tharsis volcanic zone
(Harder and Christensen, 1996; Breuer et al., 1998) and the topographic, crustal
thickness, and age dichotomies on Mars (Zhong and Zuber, 2001; Roberts and Zhong,
2006). Degree-one convection develops in a planet with the core size and planetary
radius of Mars when a variation in physical properties with depth, such as a min-
eralogical phase change or temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity, drives a
long-wavelength perturbation to be the fastest-growing structure in the lower man-
tle. The upper mantle ("weaker" than the lower in the appropriate property) is
forced into degree-one flow. Zhong and Zuber (2001) use a Rayleigh-Taylor insta-
bility analysis and finite element convection models to examine the development of
degree-one convection when viscosity varies with temperature and pressure, resulting
in a weak upper mantle. Studies that suggest that the Earth's viscosity increases in
the lower mantle (Hager and Richards, 1989; Simons and Hager, 1997) and knowl-
edge of the temperature and pressure dependence of viscosity in mantle rocks (Karato
and Wu, 1993) motivate such a model. Roberts and Zhong (2006) extend such studies
to three-dimensional geometries and verify the development of a degree-one convec-
tive planform under these conditions. Harder and Christensen (1996) note that the
Martian core-mantle boundary may occur around the pressure of the 'y-spinel to per-
ovskite phase transition, and use a finite element model with an endothermic phase
change in the lowermost mantle to develop degree-one convection. However, such a
model requires about 2 Ga to develop a single upwelling, too slow for resurfacing
the Northern Hemisphere or forming Tharsis. Models with several exothermic phase
reactions at lower pressure and a free-slip upper boundary condition also result in a
single upwelling (Breuer et al., 1998). However, Roberts and Zhong (2006) show that
the introduction of temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity into such models
increases the timescale for the development of degree-one convection to be greater
than the age of the solar system, suggesting that such phase changes cannot drive
degree-one convection in Mars.
In this work I investigate whether degree-one mantle convection in Mars could
result in volcanism throughout the Northern Hemisphere in the Early Hesperian. To
do so I utilize finite element models of thermal convection and implement a melting
rule to track the melt fraction, depth, and timing of melting. The model uses a mantle
with a stratified viscosity to induce degree-one convection (Zhong and Zuber, 2001)
and create melting in only one hemisphere. Tracking the melting variables allows
for the comparison of model results with geological and petrological evidence from
Mars and evaluation of the validity of my hypothesis. I evaluate the effects of initial
conditions, core-mantle boundary conditions, and crustal thickness on my model to
understand its robustness. By investigating the Early Hesperian resurfacing of the
Northern Hemisphere, my project aims to improve our understanding of Martian
thermal history and the "large-scale" puzzle of the surface age dichotomy.
Chapter 2
Methods
2.1 Model setup
I utilize the CITCOM numerical model (Moresi and Solomatov, 1995; Zhong et al.,
2000) in a spherical axisymmetric geometry (Roberts and Zhong, 2004) to investigate
the hypothesis that degree-one convection in Mars' interior led to volcanic resurfac-
ing of the Northern Hemisphere in the Early Hesperian. CITCOM uses the finite
element method (Hughes, 2000) to solve the equations for thermal convection in an
incompressible, infinite Prandtl number fluid under the Boussinesq approximation.
In the model, thermal convection is described by the non-dimensionalized equations
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy:
V u=0 (2.1)
-VP + V -. = Ra T i (2.2)
DT= V2 T + H(t) - pLDf (2.3)
Dt Dt
The variables in these equations and the following paragraphs are defined in table
A. The temperature is cast into potential temperature space to account for adiabatic
heating. The Rayleigh number is defined as ,using R' rather than the more
common D3 to allow for clearer non-dimensionalization in the spherical axisymmetric
geometry. The momentum equation (2.2) allows for spatially variable viscosity struc-
ture; time is non-dimensionalized by the diffusion timescale: t* = t . The pL1D term
in the energy equation (2.3) accounts for temperature changes due to melting (see
section 2.2), and H(t) includes the time-dependent internal heating expected from the
decay of radioactive nuclides in the interior of terrestrial planets. Decay is parame-
terized as in Turcotte and Schubert (2002) based on an initial uranium concentration,
and the internal heating number is non-dimensionalized as H* = HRO
pCpATK•
The spherical axisymmetric geometry includes important effects of spherical geom-
etry while significantly reducing the computational cost from fully three-dimensional
models, allowing investigation of a wider range of parameters. Roberts and Zhong
(2006) found that degree-one convection always develops more easily in three-dimensional
models than in two-dimensional models, so my use of two-dimensional models is
conservative regarding the development of degree-one convection. CITCOM uses a
multigrid algorithm to improve the speed of solution of the momentum equation and
a standard Petrov-Galerkin scheme to solve the energy equation (Moresi and Solo-
matov, 1995). The equations are solved on a grid that is 256 elements in the polar
direction and 64 elements in the radial direction. The grids are refined near the top
and bottom to better resolve the thermal boundary layers and near the poles to im-
prove the solutions near these edges (Figure B-1). Test of computations with twice
as many elements in both directions achieve similar results but have much longer run
times. Runs utilizing the SCAM program used by Zhong and Zuber (2001) also have
similar results. The top and bottom boundaries have free-slip boundary conditions
in the polar direction and no-slip conditions in the radial direction, while the poles
have the opposite. Constant temperature boundary conditions are applied at the top
and bottom of the model domain to simulate a hot core-mantle boundary and a cold
surface, and the poles have insulating boundary conditions for temperature. I treat
the mantle as a linear viscous fluid (Davies, 1999) with a viscosity jump separating
the upper and lower mantles, and add a stagnant lid with very high viscosity. Ex-
periments suggest that overall, linear viscosity represents well the flow behavior of
pure olivine (often used as a proxy for a more complex mantle composition) at the
temperatures and pressures of the mantle (see, e.g., Hirth and Kohlstedt (1995)). The
models, beginning from a variety of initial conditions (see 3.2), are run for 1-2 Ga to
investigate the timing of the onset of degree-one flow and melting in the Northern
Hemisphere.
2.2 Melting implementation
I add a single-phase batch melting model to the flow equations to investigate the
effects of melting during degree-one convection, specifically the extent and timing of
melting. In this single-phase batch melting model, melting begins as the temperature
of the upwelling mantle surpasses that of the solidus. From this depth to the depth
where the temperature drops below the solidus, the temperature is constrained to be
equal to the solidus, mimicking the temperature structure that arises in single-phase
decompression melting. The melt travels with the mantle residue until the upwelling
mantle reaches the conductive lid at the top of the mantle; there the temperature
drops below the solidus. At this depth the melt leaves the residue and is advected
immediately to the surface; this depth will be referred to as the depth of melt segre-
gation. The effect of the melting rule on the temperature structure of an upwelling
is illustrated in Figure B-2, which shows temperature profiles from two runs with
identical initial conditions, one with melting and one without. The melt fraction
f depends on the temperature difference between the bottom of the melting zone
and the depth of melt segregation as well as the specific heat and heat of fusion:
f = p T. Decompression melting drives much of the volcanism on Earth, most
significantly that associated with the creation of oceanic crust at mid-ocean ridges
(Klein and Langmuir, 1987; McKenzie and Bickle, 1988) but also at many hotspots.
Monders et al. (2006) find that the Gusev Crater basalt composition measured by the
MER rover (Gellert et al., 2004; McSween et al., 2004) is in multiple saturation with
a mantle peridotite at a depth of 85 km and a temperature of 1583 K. In addition,
Dalton et al. (2005) propose that the Yamato 980459 meteorite may represent a direct
melt of the Martian mantle, and that multiple saturation occurs around 1.2 GPa and
1833K, around the same depth as Monders et al. (2006) (though hotter). These near-
direct melts suggest that a batch melting model reasonably represents some melting
processes on Mars.
2.3 Radial velocity at poles with CITCOM
Investigation of degree-one convection with CITCOM has revealed an error in the
radial component of the velocity at the polar nodes. Comparing the analytic solution
to Stokes flow from a Legendre polynomial buoyancy force at a single depth with the
numerical result from CITCOM, I find that the polar velocity and dynamic topog-
raphy agree very well. The numerical radial velocity, however, is significantly lower
than the analytic value on the polar node, as shown in Figure B-3. Increasing the
resolution around the pole reduces the error, but it is still noticeable. This discov-
ery is an outcome of the investigation of behavior around the pole during degree-one
convection.
Although the error in radial velocity occurs only at the pole, it likely affects the
investigation of the melting due to degree-one convection. Many runs have a period
with a strongly localized downwelling at the normally upwelling pole. I hypothesize
that the large viscosity variations in my layered viscosity model increase the error,
and that the resulting low velocity results in the growth of the thermal boundary layer
to a point where it becomes unstable, causing a downwelling. While this downwelling
does not seem to affect the large-scale convective planform, it does affect the local
upwelling and thus the location of melting in latitude. Increasing the resolution to a
level at which this error does not result in a downwelling is not feasible given current
computational resources. Tests of the effects of the viscosity variations on the error in
radial velocity at the pole have not yet been attempted due to time constraints. As a
result, any conclusions drawn regarding the spatial distribution of melting from this
study are preliminary and may be changed; additional work must be done to better
understand this error in CITCOM.
Chapter 3
Model parameters and variation
3.1 The nominal model
I begin using a "nominal model" with the same parameters as Zhong and Zuber
(2001) (table A), a set shown to result in degree-one convection. From this model
I investigate the effects of variations in temperature initial conditions, core-mantle
boundary properties, and crustal thickness. Rather than attempting to explore all
of parameter space, I focus on understanding the physics involved and the levels and
directions of dependence on important variables.
The nominal model has a layered viscosity structure with a lid of 80 km thickness
500 times more viscous than the lower mantle, a 500 times less viscous upper mantle
down to 750 km depth, and a lower mantle with viscosity of 5 * 1021 Pas; the viscosity
is constant within each layer (Zhong and Zuber, 2001). The initial temperature con-
dition is an adiabat of 1433 K, discussed further in section 3.2, and other parameters
can be found in table A.
The melting rule I incorporate into the energy equation requires a parameteriza-
tion of the solidus of a mantle of Mars composition. Moment of inertia constraints
and Martian meteorite compositions have been used to estimate Martian mantle com-
position (Longhi et al. (1992); see McSween et al. (2003) for a more recent review).
Most recently, the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission has returned information
regarding the Martian surface composition from in-situ measurements (Gellert et al.,
2004; McSween et al., 2004). Constraints from moment of inertia measurements are
inherently non-unique; early estimates also suffer from significant measurement uncer-
tainty (Bills, 1989). The best estimate of Martian mantle composition uses element
ratios from Martian meteorites found on Earth (Dreibus and Wanke, 1985). I param-
eterize the solidus of Schmerr et al. (2001), which is based on petrological studies of
the Dreibus and Wanke (1985) composition at pressures up to the expected Martian
core-mantle boundary.
3.2 Variations from the nominal model
To understand the parameters which are important to melting induced by degree-one
convection, I vary the initial temperature structure, core size, core-mantle boundary
temperature, and high-viscosity lid thickness. A list of all the runs and variables
relevant to these variations can be found in table A. The most fundamental and
poorly constrained of these is the thermal structure of Mars at the onset of convection.
The accretion of planetesimals, core segregation, and early convection at sub-mantle
lengthscales all affect the initial thermal state, and none leave unambiguous signals of
this state. As such, it is important for proponents of degree-one convection in Mars to
demonstrate that degree-one convection arises out of most reasonable initial thermal
structures. To ascertain this independence, I investigate runs with initial conditions
of adiabatic gradients of temperature, conductive profiles, and typical convective
structures from isoviscous runs which do not include melting. Following the work
of Elkins-Tanton et al. (2005), I use an approximation to the temperature profile
expected after the overturn of a magma ocean as an initial condition. Finally, I
hypothesize that an accreting mantle might be on the verge of melting and therefore
use the temperature profile of a solidus as an initial temperature condition. This
set of initial temperature conditions spans the range of initial temperatures from the
hottest Mars could have been at the onset of convection to the coldest. It is not
exhaustive, but provides a good sampling of possible structures to assure that no
structures impede degree-one convection. In all runs that lack inherent horizontal
variations the initial temperature condition is seeded with gaussian-distributed noise
of less than 1K. All cases except the convective initial conditions have a conductive lid
of the same thickness as the very-high viscosity lid; the steady-state convective cases
inherently contain a conductive thermal boundary layer. The average temperature
profiles for all initial temperature conditions are shown in Figure B-4.
The best constraints on Martian core size come from modeling the solar tidal bulge
of Mars as a function of interior structure and fitting these models to the tracking
data of the Mars Global Surveyor mission. Using this method, Yoder et al. (2003)
suggest that Mars' outer core may be liquid and has a radius of 1500 km to 1850 km.
I vary the core radius in my model, RCMB, over a similar range to see the effect of
lower mantle thickness on the development of degree-one convection. Measurements
that show the Martian core is currently liquid also imply that the temperature of
the core-mantle boundary has been at or above the liquidus since formation (Longhi
et al., 1992). I increase the temperature at the core-mantle boundary, TCMB, from
the nominal value of 1880 K to 2000 K at the nominal RCMB of 1650 km to simulate
the model core composition with 14.5 weight percent S at its liquidus (Longhi et al.,
1992). Depending on its composition, the liquidus of the core might be even hotter, so
runs with yet higher TCMB would be interesting to explore. The current solidus model
reaches about 2000 K at a depth of 1650 km, so a hotter TCMB results in persistent
deep melting; while the complexities of such melting are an interesting area of study,
they are not the focus of this work.
The thickness of the thermal boundary layer has important effects on both heat
release and melting in Mars. Melting by decompression along an adiabat must occur
beneath this layer, where the mantle is participating in convection. The thickness
of the thermal boundary layer in the finite element model runs is largely controlled
by the high-viscosity lid at the top. In ocean basins on Earth, the transition be-
tween convecting mantle and conductive thermal boundary layer occurs at about
1200 K. To determine the depth of this transition on early Mars, I use estimates of
the lithospheric temperature gradients in the Noachian which vary from 5 to 20K/km
(McGovern et al., 2002). McGovern et al. (2002) use admittance studies to estimate
effective elastic thickness, and then apply the method of McNutt (1984) scaled to
Mars (Solomon and Head, 1990) to transform these into temperature gradient. To
examine how this parameter affects degree-one convection and melting, I vary the
thickness of the high-viscosity lid from 50 to 110 kinm; while this does not explore
the effects of very thick thermal boundary layers, an understanding of the effects of
thickening the thermal boundary layer allows for extrapolation to such cases.
Chapter 4
Results and discussion
4.1 Results overview
My model of thermal convection with batch melting tracks the temperature and
velocity fields, the melt fraction, and the depth at which melting occurs as a function
of time and location. I construct movies of the evolution of temperature and velocity,
melt distribution, and total melt over time (a snapshot of one of these movies is shown
in Figure B-5); this allows me to examine the effects of the varied parameters on the
flow structure and melting characteristics as a function of time. I compare the melt
fraction, depth of melting (Figure B-6), and onset time of degree-one convection to
geological and petrological evidence from Mars to validate the results. Measures of
these values are discussed in the text and shown in table A.
In a total of 24 model runs, I find that degree-one convection is a common though
not inevitable occurrence. All runs have a preference for low-degree convection, but in
some cases the power in the flow field is split between several low-degree harmonics,
while others have nearly all the power in degree-1 (see Figure B-7). Degree-one
convection typically begins after 150-300 Ma, depending upon the initial temperature
condition (this is discussed further in 4.2); runs with degree-one convection have
average melt fractions of 15-25% and melting depths typically range from 85-200km.
Most melting after the onset of degree-one convection is distributed through only one
hemisphere, and melting typically ceases by 1.5 Ga.
4.1.1 Initial thermal structure variations
I compute model runs using the following initial temperature conditions: adiabatic
potential temperatures of 1333 K, 1433 K, and 1533 K; a conductive profile with and
without internal heating; a typical isoviscous convective planform; a solidus; and an
approximation of the post-overturn profile of Elkins-Tanton et al. (2003). The runs
that begin with a temperature profile near or greater than the solidus experience
significant melting in the first timesteps, and this loss of heat pushes them towards a
more typical convective profile at a temperature below the solidus. I ignore this early
melting as it would correspond to a very early planet-wide melting event, unrelated
to the Early Hesperian resurfacing. A lull in melting sometimes occurs between the
initial planet-wide melting and melting associated with the upwelling of a degree-one
flow, making it easy to separate the two processes. In a few cases, however, the two
overlap, resulting in unreasonably large melting depths; such runs should be viewed
cautiously. Melting due to the degree-one flow commences with development of this
strong upwelling. All models show a preference for low-wavelength convection, al-
though there is often significant power in degree-two as well as degree-one; runs with
inherent horizontal variations in the initial temperature conditions and conductive
profiles as initial temperature conditions sometimes show significant power in higher
harmonics. Runs of the nominal model varying only the random perturbation result
in both pure degree-one and partly degree-two convective structures (figure B-7), in-
dicating that the precise convective structure is dependent on small perturbations.
Approximately one in three of the runs examined resulted in pure degree-one convec-
tion, although this is not formally tested. Degree-one convection seems to evolve more
easily with a hotter lower mantle; initiating many runs with the same initial condi-
tions but different perturbations shows that the 1333 K adiabat and post-overturn
profile initial conditions require the most attempts to initiate pure degree-one convec-
tion. Overall, the preference for long-wavelength convection in a Martian mantle with
layered viscosity is strong and degree-one flow is likely, although further examination
of the effects of long-lengthscale temperature perturbations would be interesting.
In addition to showing the existence of degree-one convection, investigating the
initial thermal structure provides an analysis of the effects of the initial heat in the
mantle. I measure the onset of degree-one convection both by the peak in the degree-
one variance of mid-mantle flow and by visual inspection of the temperature and
velocity fields. The spectral peak typically occurs first, but the flow has not yet
achieved a stable structure at this time. I cite the visual inspection timings because
they provide the time for the establishment of a stable degree-one convective flow.
In general, the hotter the initial mantle the stronger the driving force, so degree-one
flow develops more rapidly. The solidus initial temperature condition runs achieve
degree-one convective structure faster than the post-overturn runs because the low-
temperature in the lower mantle for the post-overturn runs does not provide much
buoyancy. The adiabatic runs show an increase in degree-one development time with
decreasing temperature. Conductive initial conditions develop degree-one convective
flow very quickly, within 30 Ma, but do not sustain the structure for very long, devel-
oping a hot lower thermal boundary layer which initiates local plumes. In such runs
the pre-existing thermal gradient with a lower mantle much hotter than the upper
mantle may lead to large buoyancy differences, accelerating the evolution of degree-
one flow. Runs with inherent horizontal temperature variations as an initial condi-
tion, such as those from isoviscous convective states, have a much longer wavelength
and larger amplitude of perturbation than those with the gaussian perturbation ap-
plied. These runs develop long-wavelength convection more slowly, perhaps because
the preexisting temperature perturbation must be smoothed before low-degree flow
develops.
4.1.2 Core-mantle boundary radius and temperature varia-
tions
I vary RCMB from 1500 to 1800 km following Yoder et al. (2003). The change in this
value has only a small effect on the development time of degree-one convection and
on melting. Figure B-8 demonstrates the lack of effect on flow pattern, showing runs
at each of the three RCMB investigated at approximately the same time with very
similar flow patterns. The planform of the convective flow is mostly independent of
the thickness of the high-viscosity lower mantle within reasonable ranges for Martian
core radii. A thinner lower mantle does lead to slightly deeper melting and thus a
slightly higher melt fraction in these runs. The constant-temperature core-mantle
boundary may enable slightly hotter upwellings when it is shallower, leading to larger
melt fractions.
Runs with the TCMB value increased to 2000 K investigate the effect of increasing
the core-mantle boundary temperature. The increase in bottom-temperature reduces
the evolution time of degree-one convection and results in more melting over a longer
period. The hotter bottom boundary provides a continuous source of additional heat;
this results in hotter upwelling material and thus a larger melt fraction, as well as a
slightly hotter mantle.
4.1.3 High-viscosity lid thickness variations
I vary the thickness of the high-viscosity lid from 50 - 110 km to investigate the
effects of variations in the top thermal boundary layer thickness. A thinner thermal
boundary layer results in a larger melt fraction but a smaller melt volume. The melt
fraction increases because of the larger temperature difference between the adiabatic
upwelling temperatures and the solidus. A thinner thermal boundary layer cools
the mantle more efficiently; this cooling more than counteracts the increased melt
fraction, leading to smaller volumes of melting.
4.2 Discussion and implications
My model consistently results in degree-one convection with a melting region in one
hemisphere, although the onset time of degree-one convection and various melt mea-
sures vary with the examined parameters. Runs show a strong preference for low-
degree convection but the selection of pure degree-one vs mixed degree-one and degree-
two convection seems to be a function of the perturbation in the initial thermal state.
Degree-one convection develops in runs both with and without the early planetwide
melting, showing that this process does not drive the development of degree-one con-
vection. The mixed low-degree convective planforms may be driven by the axisym-
metric geometry; in such cases, upwelling develop on opposite sides of a downwelling
and move toward the poles. The poles stop the upwellings, but in a three-dimensional
geometry the upwellings might continue until they merge, forming a degree-one flow
pattern. The development of both pure degree-one and mixed degree-two and degree-
one flow is shown in figure B-9. I discover that long-wavelength structure develops
for a wide range of possible initial temperature conditions. Roberts and Zhong (2006)
find that degree-one convection always evolves more easily in three-dimensional mod-
els than in two-dimensions. Taken together, this suggests that if Mars has a weak
upper mantle, as expected from our knowledge of rock rheology (Karato and Wu,
1993) and from Earth's low-viscosity upper mantle (Hager and Richards, 1989; Si-
mons and Hager, 1997), degree-one convection is a good candidate explanation for
the degree-one asymmetry of Mars.
The evolution of degree-one convective flow requires between 150 Ma and 300
Ma, and degree-one structure generally lasts for more than 1.5 Ga; most model runs
do not cease degree-one convection. The quick development and loss of degree-one
convective flow in conductive initial temperature conditions is anomolous, and not
worrisome because it is unlikely that this initial temperature condition corresponds
with ancient Mars. The onset of degree-one flow occurs slightly earlier than expected
for the Early Hesperian resurfacing of the Northern Hemisphere, but is sensitive to the
initial amount of heat in the mantle, the temperature of the core-mantle boundary,
and the wavelength of temperature variation. Zhong and Zuber (2001) find that a
model with temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity requires about 400 Ma to
establish degree-one convection, closer to the timing suggested by Martian geology;
however, Roberts and Zhong (2006) suggest that degree-one flow develops in as little
as 100 Ma, which is difficult to reconcile with the Early Hesperian resurfacing age.
The observations do not prohibit continual volcanism from the Noachian into the
Early Hesperian, they merely require that craters accumulate in numbers consistent
with an Noachian age and then be covered, and that the last major volcanism be of
Hesperian age.
Melting continues until the end of the runs. The slowdown in melting is calculated
by determining the time at which 90% of the total melt volume for the run (excluding
early planetwide melting) has occurred. Melting typically reaches 90% completion by
1Ga, later than the Early Noachian age of the Northern Hemisphere Plains (Tanaka
et al., 1992; Frey et al., 2002), but the late stages of melting create smaller melt
fractions which might not have sufficient buoyancy to reach the surface. Mantle
depletion from earlier melting will also limit later volcanism.
Martian meteorites found on Earth, and spectra from orbiting spacecraft and sur-
face rovers, inform estimates of the composition of Mars' crust and thus provide con-
straints on the chemistry and petrology of Martian volcanic processes (Longhi et al.,
1992; McSween et al., 2003; Bandfield et al., 2000; Gellert et al., 2004; McSween et al.,
2004). Typical Martian surfaces are believed to be basaltic to andesitic in composition
(Bandfield et al., 2000), with possible weathering in the Northern Hemisphere ( Wyatt
and McSween, 2002; Bibring et al., 2005). Most Martian meteorites do not represent
a melt that was in equilibrium with a primitive Martian mantle; as a result, their
melting depth and melt fraction are difficult to determine. Dalton et al. (2005) claim
that Yamato 980459, an olivine-phyric basaltic shergottite, represents a direct melt
of the Martian mantle. Their experiments indicate that it separated from the mantle
source at 100 km. In addition, Monders et al. (2006) provide a depth constraint for
melting in Gusev Crater of 85 km, though the processes that dominated here may or
may not be the same that operated in the Northern Hemisphere. The work of Bertka
and Holloway (1994) implies that the Gusev Crater composition corresponds to a
melt fraction of 20% from a primitive Martian mantle. The thickness of the high-
viscosity lid and the upwelling temperature control the depth of melting and melt
fraction in my model. A thin crustal lid brings melt segregation nearer the surface
and so increases the melt fraction. A hotter upwelling mantle also increases the melt
fraction; the depth of melt segregation remains about constant for this case because
the high-viscosity layer, not the mantle temperature, controls this depth. In such a
case, the deeper initiation of melting increases the melt fraction. Average melt frac-
tion in my model typically ranges from 10% to 30%, similar to the values suggested
by experiments (Bertka and Holloway, 1994). Individual elements do achieve melt
fractions up to 50% but they are rare. Melting occurs over depths of about 85 km to
200 km on average, in agreement with the petrological evidence. It is important to
note that the models have not been tuned to obtain the correct value.
As noted in section 2.3, the error in radial velocity at the pole makes evaluation
of the distribution of melting suspect; I will only generalize here. In runs with pure
degree-one flow, melting occurs over the upwelling and so mostly in one hemisphere.
The mantle does not melt solely at the pole, however, but also along the bottom
of the thermal boundary layer as it flows away from the pole; it is uncertain what
portion of this distant melting is due to the error in radial velocity. The distribu-
tion of volcanic thickness obtained is strongly peaked directly above the pole; this is
not in agreement with the widespread volcanic plains of Mars' Northern Hemisphere.
Instead, it might better model the point source of Tharsis. Once the radial velocity
error is overcome, a more formal analysis of melting as a function of latitude should
be undertaken. In addition, Roberts and Zhong (2006) show that the single upwelling
of degree-one convection in three-dimensional models is not a simple cylindrical fea-
ture. The three-dimensional nature of convection might therefore significantly affect
volcanic distribution. Finally, outside of a few large volcanic provinces, the source of
volcanic materials in the Northern Hemisphere is unknown, so caution in analyzing
melt distribution is warranted.
The thickness of the lower mantle beneath a constant thickness upper mantle has a
minimal effect on the flow. A thinner lower mantle does increase the depth of melting
and thus melt fraction, though the effect is small. A larger core-mantle boundary
temperature, in contrast, significantly heats the mantle; this speeds the development
of degree-one convection and increases the melt fraction, though within the range
suggested by petrological evidence. Since the model uses a constant-temperature
boundary condition, it can heat the mantle for infinite time. Future projects should
investigate the interaction between a cooling core and mantle convection.
The single-phase batch melting rule in this model is thermally self-consistent and
coherently implemented; it is, however, a simplification of real melting processes.
Many melting processes on Earth are polybaric and near-fractional, shown by the
lack of a multiple saturation of surface products with a peridotite mantle (Klein and
Langmuir, 1987). However, these processes occur at a much smaller scale than this
model, so the batch melting rule is a good compromise.
Chapter 5
Future work and conclusion
5.1 Future work
This work shows that resurfacing of the Martian Northern Hemisphere from volcanic
processes driven by degree-one convection is consistent with much of the geologi-
cal evidence, given the assumptions in the model. Work remains to fix the error
in radial velocity at the pole in CITCOM and investigate the distribution of melt-
ing more quantitatively. Extending the investigation into three-dimensional finite-
element codes will eliminate problems at the pole and allow for azimuthal variations,
though at the expense of computational resources.
Other parameters affect the flow pattern and melting in finite element models,
and are not well known for Martian conditions; investigation of these parameters
would make the model more robust. I use a stratified viscosity for this study, but the
rheology of rocks depends strongly on pressure and temperature (Karato and Wu,
1993). Including a temperature- and pressure-dependent viscosity would be a useful
addition to this model. In addition to being a a function of temperature and pressure,
the rheology of rocks depends strongly on water content (see e.g., Karato and Wu
(1993)). Hauck and Phillips (2002) suggest that Mars mantle must be wet to form
the crust in a time consistent with the geological evidence; this conflicts with the
view of some petrologists who claim that Martian meteorites are dry (Jones, 1989).
This debate may in part be one of semantics, as only 40 ppm are necessary to achieve
the crustal growth suggested by Hauck and Phillips (2002). The inclusion of wet
rheologies in this model could help to understand whether the viscosity differences
created by water affect the development of degree-one convection. Wet rheologies add
an additional complexity, as water reduces the solidus of typical mantle compositions
and results in more siliceous melts (MWdard and Grove, 2006). The partitioning of
radioactive elements between mantle and crust affected the Martian thermal history
significantly (Hauck and Phillips, 2002; Parmentier and Zuber, 2005) and likely in-
fluenced the timing and distribution of melting; examining the consequences of such
partitioning would be an exciting avenue for future study. Investigating the effects of
asymmetric boundary conditions to mimic the different crustal thicknesses of Mars
in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres would also be intriguing.
The processes of convection and melting are more complex than the mathemat-
ics implemented in this and other models. Density differences in the mantle drive
convection; such differences come about from variations in temperature, composition,
and mineralogical phase. In this model, I consider only thermal density variations.
The addition of melt buoyancy would create a model that more closely mimics the
physics of a melting mantle. The chemical component of buoyancy has been investi-
gated (Tackley, 2000; Hansen and Yuen, 2000), and found to have significant effects
on convective systems. In particular for Mars, Elkins-Tanton et al. (2005) suggest
that after magma ocean overturn the Martian mantle will have a compositional struc-
ture with high-density material in the lower mantle. This high-density material will
impede convection and have a significant effect on convective structure. A melting
rule that is a function of composition in addition to temperature and pressure would
also make the calculation more realistic. Phase changes have been included in previ-
ous models examining degree-one convection on Mars (Harder and Christensen, 1996;
Breuer et al., 1998), and their inclusion makes any model more complete. However,
Roberts and Zhong (2006) find that the phase changes have a small effect when in-
cluded with a more realistic rheology, so the importance of a complete model will
need to be weighed against the cost in computational resources.
5.2 Conclusion
The dichotomy between the Northern and Southern hemispheres on Mars in several
physical properties remains an intriguing puzzle, but my hypothesis that the young
age of the Northern Hemisphere could be due to volcanic resurfacing driven by degree-
one convection seems consistent with much of the geological evidence. To investigate
the validity of this hypothesis, I use a finite element model in a spherical axisymmetric
geometry, and include a low-viscosity upper mantle. I add melting to the model to
examine the resulting melt fraction and depth of melting, which I compare with
geological and petrological evidence. The numerical models show a strong preference
for low-degree convection, with degree-one flow as a common outcome. The melt
fraction and depth are consistent with our knowledge of Martian petrology (McSween
et al., 2003; Monders et al., 2006); though the melting is more localized than the
Northern Plains would suggest, melting does occur mostly in one hemisphere. I do
not rigorously investigate the distribution of melting because it is affected by an error
in radial velocity around the polar node. Work examining the effects of chemistry and
three-dimensional geometry will be useful to further develop and test this hypothesis.
This work has important implications for the thermal and resurfacing history of Mars
and other terrestrial planets.
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Appendix B
Figures
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Figure B-1: Plot of the grid on which the finite element model is run; it has 64
elements in the radial direction and 256 elements in the latitudinal direction.
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Figure B-2: Typical temperature profiles for upwelling mantle in finite element mod-
els. Tp is potential temperature, and r is radius in km. The profile without melting is
calculated in a run with identical initial conditions and model parameters as the one
with melting, except that the melting model is turned off. The initial temperature
condition in these runs is a 1433 K adiabat beneath the conducting lid, seeded with
gaussian-distributed noise. The solidus is from Schmerr et al. (2001). Note that the
temperature in the run with melting never exceeds the solidus.
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Figure B-3: Plots of the radial velocity given by analytic solution to a Legendre
polynomial buoyancy force at a single depth (equally spaced solution points given
by Zhong (2006)), and the numerical solutions given by CITCOM for the grid used
in this project. The upper plot shows the generally good agreement between the
analytic and numerical solutions; the lower plot zooms in on the pole and shows the
misfit right at the pole.
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Figure B-4: Horizontally-averaged profiles of the initial temperature conditions exam-
ined in this study, with the bottom boundary enforced. See section 3.2 for description
of these temperature profiles. The adiabatic, conductive, post-overturn, and solidus
temperature fields have been seeded with gaussian noise. The convective profile inher-
ently includes horizontal temperature variations. Tp is potential temperature, and r
is radius in km. The solidus initial condition is hotter than the core-mantle boundary
at the beginning of the model run, but cools quickly.
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Figure B-5: Frame from a movie displaying the time evolution of thermal convection
and melting results after 850 Ma. a) is a plot of non-dimensional melt volume (V*) vs
0, and has been oriented in the same direction as c). V* is in non-dimensional units
and is actually the volume over a small-circle of the given latitude, as appropriate for
the spherical-axisymmetric geometry. b) is a plot of the total melt volume over all
latitudes vs. time. c) is a plot showing the temperature and velocity fields for a model
timestep. Tp is potential temperature in K, as specified by the color legend; the size
of arrows corresponds to magnitude of velocity. This run uses an initial temperature
condition of an adiabat at 1433 K and the nominal parameters.
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Figure B-6: Melt fraction f, melt
for the same step as figure B-5.
zone, and melt volume as
a) shows the melt fraction;
a function of latitude
steps are due to grid
resolution. b) shows the depths where melting occurs as shaded regions. c) shows the
non-dimensional volume of melt in the same manner as a).
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Figure B-7: Spectrum of the radial velocity field at mid-mantle depth for runs with
the nominal model but different gaussian noise perturbations. Note that the upper
run has nearly all the power in the degree-one term after the large spike, while the
lower run has significant variance in the degree-two and degree-four terms. Since the
only difference is the perturbation, the precise convective planform is a function of
the perturbation.
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Figure B-8: Potential temperature and velocity fields for runs with three different
values of RCMB, as listed in the figure, with all other parameters held constant.
Temperature is shown in color, as specified in the color maps (K). The size of the
arrows indicates the magnitude of velocity. Note that the structures are very similar,
suggesting that the RCMB is not important to the behavior of the system. The
direction of degree-one convection is an effect of the gaussian noise imposed as an
initial perturbation.
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Figure B-9: Time evolution of pure degree-one (a) and mixed degree-one and degree-
two (b) convective flow for a run with identical initial conditions and parameters
except for the gaussian perturbation. The initial temperature condition is an adiabat
of 1533 K. Note how the mixed degree-one and degree-two structure has an initial
downwelling in the middle of the mantle and the upwellings split, getting stuck at the
poles.
t=55.4395 [Ma]
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